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Section Headings: Each main section of the paper begins with a heading which should be capitalized, centered at the beginning of the section, and double spaced from the lines above and below. Do not underline the section heading OR put a colon at the end. Example of a main section heading:

Journal-Style Scientific Paper - Bates College

View the most recent ACS Editors' Choice articles from Journal of the American Chemical Society. See all Journal of the American Chemical Society ACS Editors' Choice articles. View one new peer-reviewed research article from any ACS journal, selected daily, and made open access based on recommendations by ACS journal scientific editors from around the world.

Journal of the American Chemical Society (ACS Publications)

Note to users: Articles in press are peer reviewed, accepted articles to be published in this publication. When the final article is assigned to volumes/issues of the publication, the article in press version will be removed and the final version will appear in the associated published volumes/issues of the publication.

Vaccine | ScienceDirect.com

International Journal for Crime, Justice and Social Democracy Queensland University of Technology 2202-8005 https://www.crimejusticejournal.com The International Journal for Crime, Justice and Social Democracy is an open access, blind peer reviewed journal that publishes critical research about challenges confronting criminal justice systems around the world.

International Journal for Crime, Justice and Social Democracy

An abstract is a brief summary of a research article, thesis, review, conference proceeding, or any in-depth analysis of a particular subject and is often used to help the reader quickly ascertain the paper's purpose. When used, an abstract always appears at the beginning of a manuscript or typescript, acting as the point-of-entry for any given academic paper or patent application.

Abstract (summary) - Wikipedia

ISPRS International Journal of Geo-Information (ISSN 2220-9964) is an international peer-reviewed open access journal on geo-information. It is a journal of the ISPRS (International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) and is published monthly online by MDPI. Open Access - free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or their institutions.

ISPRS International Journal of Geo-Information | An Open ...

Graphical abstracts. A Graphical Abstract is a single, concise, pictorial and visual summary of the main findings of the article. This could either be the concluding figure from the article or a figure that is specially designed for the purpose, which captures the content of the article for readers at a single glance.

Graphical abstract - Elsevier

Background It is unclear what level of moderate to vigorous intensity physical activity (MVPA) offsets the health risks of sitting. Objectives The purpose of this study was to examine the joint and stratified associations of sitting and MVPA with all-cause and cardiovascular disease (CVD) mortality, and to estimate the theoretical effect of replacing sitting time with physical activity ...
Home; Why ICMS. Experience; Team Approach; Collaboration; Innovative Technology; Financial Management; Peace of Mind; Green Events; Our Services. Conference Management

ICMS Pty Ltd
(Informally Published or Self-archived Work, Manual, p. 212) Individual web page. Since web pages and documents are similar to print, references to them include the same elements such as author, date, title, etc. Note that proper names and acronyms are capitalized.

APA Reference Style - 6th edition 2010
The Canadian Journal of Nonprofit and Social Economy Research / Revue canadienne de recherche sur les OSBL et l'économie sociale (ANSERJ) is an online open access English and French peer-review publication. ANSERJ is dedicated to providing a stimulating and vibrant forum for the open dissemination of contemporary high-quality, peer-reviewed research on nonprofits and the social economy.

Canadian journal of nonprofit and social economy research
Java Design Patterns example tutorial - Creational, Structural, Behavioral patterns explained, download pdf, singleton, factory, builder, facade and more.

Java Design Patterns - Example Tutorial - JournalDev
Background Although running is a popular leisure-time physical activity, little is known about the long-term effects of running on mortality. The dose-response relations between running, as well as the change in running behaviors over time, and mortality remain uncertain. Objectives We examined the associations of running with all-cause and cardiovascular mortality risks in 55,137 adults, 18 ...

Leisure-Time Running Reduces All-Cause and Cardiovascular ...
Highlights We show how clothes systematically influence wearers' psychological processes. Three experiments demonstrate that wearing a lab coat increases attention. Attention did not increase when the coat was not worn or associated with a painter. Attention only increased when the coat was a) worn and b) associated with a doctor. The influence of clothes thus depends on wearing them and their ...

Enclothed cognition - ScienceDirect
Interesting work. It struck me that since the analysis showed that the fatal cases in this sample involved roughly twice as many wounds on average as the non-fatal cases, the likely additional traumatic and ballistic effects (e.g. blood loss, vital tissue damage, etc.) of those additional wounds raises a significant question concerning what effect the increased caliber had versus the ...

Association of Firearm Caliber With Death From Gunshot in ...
Welcome to the SMPTE Digital Library! The SMPTE Digital Library contains more than 23,000 documents including all SMPTE Journal articles back to 1916; conference papers dating back to 1969; and more than 800 standards documents covering all aspects of motion image technology including the iconic color bar test patterns, time code, timed text, and digital cinema.

Digital Library | Society of Motion Picture & Television ...
NEJM Journal Watch Concise summaries and expert physician commentary that busy clinicians need to enhance patient care. NEJM Knowledge + The most effective and engaging way for clinicians to learn ...

Trial of Decompressive Craniectomy for Traumatic ...
Author Guidelines American Journal of Translational Research (AJTR, ISSN 1943-8141) is an open access online journal dedicated to original clinical and experimental research papers, but will also publish editorials, review articles, medical
**Author Guidelines - American Journal of Translational Research**

The Spine Journal, the official journal of the North American Spine Society, is an international and multidisciplinary journal that publishes original, peer-reviewed articles on research and treatment related to the spine and spine care, including basic science and clinical investigations. It is a condition of publication that manuscripts submitted to The Spine Journal have not been published ...